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𝐸 𝑧!!𝑧!! = 𝑁!𝑁!𝜌!𝑀 𝑙! + 𝜌𝑁!𝑁!𝑁!	
where	Ni	is	the	sample	size	for	study	i,	ρg	is	the	genetic	covariance,	M	is	the	number	of	SNPs	in	the	597	
reference	panel	with	MAF	between	5%	and	50%,	lj	is	the	LD	score	for	SNP	j,	Ns	quantifies	the	number	598	
of	individuals	that	overlap	both	studies,	and	ρ	is	the	phenotypic	correlation	amongst	the	Ns	599	
overlapping	samples.	Thus,	if	there	is	sample	overlap	(or	cryptic	relatedness	between	samples),	it	600	
will	only	affect	the	intercept	from	the	regression	(i.e.	the	term	 !!!!!!!)	and	not	the	slope,	and	hence	601	
estimates	of	the	genetic	covariance	will	not	be	biased	by	sample	overlap.	Likewise,	population	602	
stratification	will	affect	the	intercept	but	will	have	minimal	impact	on	the	slope	(i.e.	intuitively	since	603	
population	stratification	does	not	correlate	with	linkage	disequilibrium	between	nearby	markers).	604	
Summary	statistics	from	the	GWAS	meta-analysis	for	traits	and	diseases	of	interest	were	605	
downloaded	from	the	relevant	consortium	website.	The	summary	statistics	files	were	reformatted	606	
for	LD	Score	regression	analysis	using	the	munge_sumstats.py	python	script	provided	on	the	607	
developer’s	website	(https://github.com/bulik/ldsc).	For	each	trait,	we	filtered	the	summary	608	
statistics	to	the	subset	of	HapMap	3	SNPs71,	as	advised	by	the	developers,	to	ensure	that	no	bias	was	609	
introduced	due	to	poor	imputation	quality.	Summary	statistics	from	the	European-specific	BW	meta-610	
analysis	were	used	because	of	the	variable	LD	structure	between	ancestry	groups.	Where	the	sample	611	
size	for	each	SNP	was	included	in	the	results	file	this	was	flagged	using	--N-col;	if	no	sample	size	was	612	
available	then	the	maximum	sample	size	reported	in	the	reference	for	the	GWAS	meta-analysis	was	613	
used.	SNPs	were	excluded	for	the	following	reasons:	MAF<0.01;	ambiguous	strand;	duplicate	rsID;	614	
non-autosomal	SNPs;	reported	sample	size	less	than	60%	of	the	total	available.	Once	all	files	were	615	
reformatted,	we	used	the	ldsc.py	python	script,	also	on	the	developers’	website,	to	calculate	the	616	
genetic	correlation	between	BW	and	each	of	the	traits	and	diseases.	The	European	LD	Score	files	617	
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that	were	calculated	from	the	1000G	reference	panel	and	provided	by	the	developers	were	used	for	618	
the	analysis.	Where	multiple	GWAS	meta-analyses	had	been	conducted	on	the	same	phenotype	(i.e.	619	
over	a	period	of	years),	the	genetic	correlation	with	BW	was	estimated	using	each	set	of	summary	620	
statistics	and	presented	in	Supplementary	Table	12.	The	phenotypes	with	multiple	GWAS	included	621	
height,	BMI,	waist-hip	ratio	(adjusted	for	BMI),	total	cholesterol,	triglycerides,	high	density	622	
lipoprotein	(HDL)	and	low	density	lipoprotein	(LDL).	The	estimate	of	the	genetic	correlation	between	623	
the	multiple	GWAS	meta-analyses	on	the	same	phenotype	were	comparable	and	the	later	GWAS	624	
had	a	smaller	standard	error	due	to	the	increased	sample	size,	so	only	the	genetic	correlation	625	
between	BW	and	the	most	recent	meta-analyses	were	presented	in	Fig.	2.	626	
In	the	published	GWAS	for	BP14	the	phenotype	was	adjusted	for	BMI.	Caution	is	needed	627	
when	interpreting	the	genetic	correlation	between	BW	and	BMI-adjusted	SBP	due	to	the	potential	628	
for	collider	bias72.	Since	BMI	is	associated	with	both	BP	and	BW,	it	is	possible	that	the	use	of	a	BP	629	
genetic	score	adjusted	for	BMI	might	bias	the	genetic	correlation	estimate	towards	a	more	negative	630	
value.	To	verify	that	the	inverse	genetic	correlation	with	BW	(rg=-0.26,	SE=0.05,	P=6.5x10-9)	was	not	631	
due	to	collider	bias	caused	by	the	BMI	adjustment	of	the	phenotype,	we	obtained	an	alternative	632	
estimate	using	UK	Biobank	GWAS	data	for	SBP	that	was	unadjusted	for	BMI	and	obtained	a	similar	633	
result	(rg=-0.22,	SE=0.03,	P=5.5x10-13).	The	SBP	phenotype	in	UK	Biobank	was	prepared	as	follows.	634	
Two	BP	readings	were	taken	at	assessment,	approximately	5	minutes	apart.	We	included	all	635	
individuals	with	an	automated	BP	reading	(taken	using	an	automated	Omron	BP	monitor).	Two	valid	636	
measurements	were	available	for	most	participants	(averaged	to	create	a	BP	variable,	or	637	
alternatively	a	single	reading	was	used	if	only	one	was	available).	Individuals	were	excluded	if	the	638	
two	readings	differed	by	more	than	4.56	SD.	BP	measurements	more	than	4.56	SD	away	from	the	639	
mean	were	excluded.	We	accounted	for	BP	medication	use	by	adding	15	mmHg	to	the	SBP	measure.	640	
BP	was	adjusted	for	age,	sex	and	centre	location	and	then	inverse	rank	normalised.	We	performed	641	
the	GWAS	on	127,698	individuals	of	British	descent	using	BOLT-LMM37,	with	genotyping	array	as	642	
covariate.	643	
	644	
Estimating	the	proportion	of	the	BW-adult	traits	covariance	attributable	to	genotyped	SNPs.	We	645	
estimated	the	phenotypic,	genetic	and	residual	correlations	as	well	as	the	genetic	and	residual	646	
covariance	between	BW	and	several	quantitative	traits/disease	outcomes	in	UK	Biobank	using	647	
directly	genotyped	SNPs	and	the	REML	method	implemented	in	BOLT-LMM37.	The	traits	examined	648	
included	T2D,	SBP,	diastolic	BP,	CAD,	height,	BMI,	weight,	waist-hip	ratio,	hip	circumference,	waist	649	
circumference,	obesity,	overweight,	age	at	menarche,	asthma,	and	smoking.	Where	phenotypes	650	
were	not	available	(e.g.	serum	blood	measures	are	not	currently	available	in	UK	Biobank),	we	651	
obtained	estimates	using	the	NFBC1966	study	(for	correlations/covariance	between	BW	and	652	
triglycerides,	total	cholesterol,	HDL,	LDL,	fasting	glucose	and	fasting	insulin).	In	the	UK	Biobank	653	
analysis,	we	used	57,715	unrelated	individuals	with	BW	available	and	identified	by	UK	Biobank	as	654	
white	British.	SNPs	with	evidence	of	deviation	from	Hardy-Weinberg	Equilibrium	(P<1x10-6),	655	
MAF<0.05	or	overall	missing	rate	>0.015	were	excluded,	resulting	in	328,928	SNPs	for	analysis.	We	656	
included	the	first	five	ancestry	principal	components	as	covariates.	In	the	NFBC1966	analysis,	5,009	657	
individuals	with	BW	were	enrolled.	Genotyped	SNPs	that	passed	quality	control	(Supplementary	658	
Table	2)	were	included,	resulting	in	324,895	SNPs	for	analysis.	The	first	three	ancestry	principal	659	
components	and	sex	were	included	as	covariates.	660	
	661	
Gene	set	enrichment	analysis.	Meta-Analysis	Gene-set	Enrichment	of	variaNT	Associations	662	
(MAGENTA)	was	used	to	explore	pathway-based	associations	using	summary	statistics	from	the	663	
trans-ancestry	meta-analysis.	MAGENTA	implements	a	gene	set	enrichment	analysis	(GSEA)	based	664	
approach,	as	previously	described9.	Briefly,	each	gene	in	the	genome	is	mapped	to	a	single	index	SNP	665	
with	the	lowest	P-value	within	a	110	kb	upstream	and	40	kb	downstream	window.	This	P-value,	666	
representing	a	gene	score,	is	then	corrected	for	confounding	factors	such	as	gene	size,	SNP	density	667	
and	LD-related	properties	in	a	regression	model.	Genes	within	the	HLA-region	were	excluded	from	668	
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analysis	due	to	difficulties	in	accounting	for	gene	density	and	LD	patterns.	Each	mapped	gene	in	the	669	
genome	is	then	ranked	by	its	adjusted	gene	score.	At	a	given	significance	threshold	(95th	and	75th	670	
percentiles	of	all	gene	scores),	the	observed	number	of	gene	scores	in	a	given	pathway,	with	a	671	
ranked	score	above	the	specified	threshold	percentile,	is	calculated.	This	observed	statistic	is	then	672	
compared	to	1,000,000	randomly	permuted	pathways	of	identical	size.	This	generates	an	empirical	673	
GSEA	P-value	for	each	pathway.	Significance	was	attained	when	an	individual	pathway	reached	a	674	
false	discovery	rate	(FDR)	<0.05	in	either	analysis.	In	total,	3,216	pre-defined	biological	pathways	675	
from	Gene	Ontology,	PANTHER,	KEGG	and	Ingenuity	were	tested	for	enrichment	of	multiple	modest	676	
associations	with	BW.	The	MAGENTA	software	was	also	used	for	enrichment	testing	of	custom	gene	677	
sets.	678	
	679	
Protein-Protein	interaction	network	analyses.	We	used	the	integrative	Protein-Interaction-680	
Network-Based	Pathway	Analysis	(iPINBPA)	method73.	Briefly,	we	generated	gene-wise	P-values	681	
from	the	trans-ancestry	meta-analysis	using	VEGAS274,	which	map	the	SNPs	to	genes	and	account	for	682	
possible	cofounders,	such	as	LD	between	markers.	The	empirical	gene-wise	P-values	are	calculated	683	
using	simulations	from	the	multivariate	normal	distribution.	Those	that	were	nominally	significant	684	
(P≤0.01)	were	selected	as	“seed	genes”,	and	were	collated	within	high	confidence	version	of	685	
inweb375,	to	weight	the	nodes	in	the	network	following	a	guilt-by-association	approach.	In	a	second	686	
step,	a	network	score	was	defined	by	the	combination	of	the	z-scores	derived	from	the	gene-wise	P-687	
values	with	node	weights	using	the	Liptak-Stouffer	method76.	A	heuristic	algorithm	was	then	applied	688	
to	extensively	search	for	modules	enriched	in	genes	with	low	P-values.	The	modules	were	further	689	
normalised	using	a	null	distribution	of	10,000	random	networks.	Only	those	modules	with	z-score	>5	690	
were	selected.	Finally,	the	union	of	all	modules	constructed	a	BW-overall	PPI	network.	Both	the	691	
proteins	on	the	individual	modules	and	on	the	overall	BW-PPI	were	interrogated	for	enrichment	in	692	
Gene	Ontology	Terms	(Biological	Processes)	using	a	Hypergeometric	test.	Terms	were	considered	as	693	
significant	when	adjusted	P-value,	following	Benjamini-Hochberg	procedure,	was	below	0.05.	694	
	695	
Point	of	contact	(PoC)	analyses.	The	same	methodology	described	above	was	applied	to	16	different	696	
adult	traits	resulting	in	a	number	of	enriched	modules	per	trait.	Different	modules	for	each	trait	697	
were	combined	in	a	single	component	and	the	intersection	between	these	trait-specific	components	698	
and	the	BW	component	was	calculated.	This	intersection	is	defined	as	the	PoC	network.	We	used	the	699	
resulting	PoC	networks	in	downstream	analyses	to	interrogate	which	set	of	proteins	connects	BW	700	
variation	and	adult	trait	variation	via	pathways	enriched	in	the	overall	BW	analysis.	701	
	702	
Parent-of-origin	specific	associations.	We	first	searched	for	evidence	of	parent	of	origin	effects	in	703	
the	UK	Biobank	samples	by	comparing	variance	between	heterozygotes	and	homozygotes	using	704	
Quicktest77.	In	this	analysis,	we	used	only	unrelated	individuals	identified	genetically	as	of	white	705	
British	origin	(n=57,715).	Principal	components	were	generated	using	these	individuals	and	the	first	706	
five	were	used	to	adjust	for	population	structure	as	covariates	in	the	analysis,	in	addition	to	a	binary	707	
indicator	for	genotyping	array.	708	
We	also	examined	4,908	mother-child	pairs	in	ALSPAC	and	determined	the	parental	origin	of	709	
the	alleles	where	possible78.	Briefly,	the	method	uses	mother-child	pairs	to	determine	the	parent	of	710	
origin	of	each	allele.	For	example,	if	the	mother/child	genotypes	are	AA/Aa,	the	child’s	711	
maternal/paternal	allele	combination	is	A/a.	For	the	situation	where	both	mother	and	child	are	712	
heterozygous,	the	child’s	maternal/paternal	alleles	cannot	be	directly	specified.	However,	the	713	
parental	origin	of	the	alleles	can	be	determined	by	phasing	the	genotype	data	and	comparing	714	
maternal	and	child	haplotypes.	We	then	tested	these	alleles	for	association	with	BW	adjusting	for	715	
sex	and	gestational	age.		716	
Statistical	power	in	these	currently	available	sample	sizes	is	insufficient	to	rule	out	717	
widespread	parent-of-origin	effects	across	the	regions	tested.	Using	the	mean	beta	(0.034	SD)	and	718	
MAF	(0.28)	of	the	identified	loci,	we	estimate	that	we	would	need	at	least	200,000	unrelated	719	
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individuals	or	70,000	mother-child	pairs	for	80%	power	to	detect	parent-of-origin	effects	at	720	
P<0.00085.	721	
	722	
Hierarchical	clustering	of	BW	loci.	To	explore	the	different	patterns	of	association	between	BW	and	723	
other	anthropometric/metabolic/endocrine	traits	and	diseases,	we	performed	hierarchical	clustering	724	
analysis.	The	lead	SNP	(or	proxy,	EUR	r2>0.6)	at	the	60	BW	loci	was	queried	in	publicly	available	725	
GWAS	meta-analysis	datasets	or	in	GWAS	result	obtained	through	collaboration79.	Results	were	726	
available	for	53	of	those	loci	and	the	extracted	z-score	(allelic	effect/SE,	Supplementary	Table	17)	727	
was	aligned	to	the	BW-raising	allele.	We	performed	two	dimensional	clustering	by	trait	and	by	locus.	728	
We	computed	the	Euclidean	distance	amongst	z-scores	of	the	extracted	traits/loci	and	performed	729	
complete	hierarchical	clustering	implemented	in	the	pvclust	package	(http://www.sigmath.es.osaka-730	
u.ac.jp/shimo-lab/prog/pvclust/)	in	R	v3.2.0	(http://www.R-project.org/).	Clustering	uncertainty	was	731	
measured	by	multiscale	bootstrap	resampling	estimated	from	1,000	replicates.	We	used	α=0.05	to	732	
define	distinct	clusters	and,	based	on	the	bootstrap	analysis,	calculated	the	Calinski	index	to	identify	733	
the	number	of	well-supported	clusters	(cascadeKM	function,	Vegan	package,	http://CRAN.R-734	
project.org/package=vegan).	Clustering	was	visualised	by	constructing	dendrograms	and	a	heatmap.	735	
	 Separately	from	the	hierarchical	clustering	analysis,	we	queried	the	lead	SNP	at	EPAS1	in	a	736	
GWAS	of	haematological	traits80	because	variation	at	that	locus	has	previously	been	implicated	in	737	
BW	and	adaptation	to	hypoxia	at	high	altitudes	in	Tibetans81,82	(Supplementary	Table	17).	738	
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EXTENDED	DATA	LEGENDS	
	
Extended	Data	Figure	1	|	Flow	chart	of	the	study	design.	
	
Extended	Data	Figure	2	|	Manhattan	and	quantile-quantile	(QQ)	plots	of	the	trans-ancestry	meta-
analysis	for	birth	weight.	a,	Manhattan	(main	panel)	and	QQ	(top	right)	plots	of	genome-wide	
association	results	for	BW	from	trans-ancestry	meta-analysis	of	up	to	153,781	individuals.	The	
association	P-value	(on	-log10	scale)	for	each	of	up	to	22,434,434	SNPs	(y	axis)	is	plotted	against	the	
genomic	position	(NCBI	Build	37;	x	axis).	Association	signals	that	reached	genome-wide	significance	
(P<5x10-8)	are	shown	in	green	if	novel	and	pink	if	previously	reported.	In	the	QQ	plot,	the	black	dots	
represent	observed	P-values	and	the	grey	line	represents	expected	P-values	under	the	null	
distribution.	The	red	dots	represent	observed	P-values	after	excluding	the	previously	identified	
signals5.	b,	Manhattan	(main	panel)	and	QQ	(top	right)	plots	of	trans-ethnic	GWAS	meta-analysis	for	
BW	highlighting	the	reported	imprinted	regions	described	in	Supplementary	Table	14.	Novel	
association	signals	that	reached	genome-wide	significance	(P<5x10-8)	and	mapped	to	imprinted	
regions	are	shown	in	green.	Genomic	regions	outside	imprinted	regions	are	shaded	in	grey.	SNPs	in	
the	imprinted	regions	are	shown	in	light	blue	or	dark	blue,	depending	on	chromosome	number	(odd	
or	even).	In	the	QQ	plot,	the	black	dots	represent	observed	P	values	and	the	grey	lines	represent	
expected	P-values	and	their	95%	confidence	intervals	under	the	null	distribution	for	the	SNPs	within	
the	imprinted	regions.	
	
Extended	Data	Figure	3	|	Regional	plots	for	multiple	distinct	signals	at	three	birth	weight	loci,	
ZBTB7B	(a),	HMGA1	(b)	and	PTCH1	(c).	Regional	plots	for	each	locus	are	displayed	from:	the	
unconditional	European-specific	meta-analysis	of	up	to	143,677	individuals	(left);	the	approximate	
conditional	meta-analysis	for	the	primary	signal	after	adjustment	for	the	index	variant	for	the	
secondary	signal	(middle);	and	the	approximate	conditional	meta-analysis	for	the	secondary	signal	
after	adjustment	for	the	index	variant	for	the	primary	signal	(right).	Directly	genotyped	or	imputed	
SNPs	are	plotted	with	their	association	P-values	(on	a	-log10	scale)	as	a	function	of	genomic	position	
(NCBI	Build	37).	Estimated	recombination	rates	(blue	lines)	are	plotted	to	reflect	the	local	LD	
structure	around	the	index	SNPs	and	their	correlated	proxies.	SNPs	are	coloured	in	reference	to	LD	
with	the	particular	index	SNP	according	to	a	blue	to	red	scale	from	r2	=	0	to	1,	based	on	pairwise	r2	
values	estimated	from	a	reference	of	5,000	individuals	of	white	British	origin,	randomly	selected	
from	the	UK	Biobank.				
	
Extended	Data	Figure	4	|	Comparison	of	foetal	effect	sizes	and	maternal	effect	sizes	at	60	known	
and	novel	birth	weight	loci	(continues	to	Extended	Data	Figure	5).	For	each	BW	locus,	the	following	
six	effect	sizes	(with	95%	CI)	are	shown,	all	aligned	to	the	same	BW-raising	allele:	foetal_GWAS	=	
foetal	allelic	effect	on	BW	(from	European	ancestry	meta-analysis	of	up	to	n=143,677	individuals);	
foetal_unadjusted	=	foetal	allelic	effect	on	BW	(unconditioned	in	n=12,909	mother-child	pairs);	
foetal_adjusted	=	foetal	effect	(conditioned	on	maternal	genotype,	n=12,909);	maternal_GWAS	=	
maternal	allelic	effect	on	offspring	BW	(from	meta-analysis	of	up	to	n=68,254	European	mothers)7;	
maternal_unadjusted	=	maternal	allelic	effect	on	offspring	BW	(unconditioned,	n=12,909);	
maternal_adjusted	=	maternal	effect	(conditioned	on	foetal	genotype,	n=12,909).	The	60	BW	loci	
are	ordered	by	chromosome	and	position	(Supplementary	Tables	10,	11).	These	plots	illustrate	that	
in	large	GWAS	of	BW,	foetal	effect	size	estimates	are	larger	than	those	of	maternal	at	55/60	
identified	loci	(binomial	P=1x10-11),	suggesting	that	most	of	the	associations	are	driven	by	the	foetal	
genotype.	In	conditional	analyses	that	modelled	the	effects	of	both	maternal	and	foetal	genotypes	
(n=12,909	mother-child	pairs),	confidence	intervals	around	the	estimates	were	wide,	precluding	
inference	about	the	likely	contribution	of	maternal	vs.	foetal	genotype	at	individual	loci.		
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Extended	Data	Figure	5	|	Comparison	of	foetal	effect	sizes	and	maternal	effect	sizes	at	60	known	
and	novel	birth	weight	loci.	a,	Continued	from	Extended	Data	Figure	4.	b,	The	scatterplot	illustrates	
the	difference	between	the	foetal	(x	axis)	and	maternal	(y	axis)	effect	sizes	in	the	overall	maternal	vs.	
foetal	GWAS	results.	
	
Extended	Data	Figure	6	|	Protein-Protein	Interaction	(PPI)	Network	analysis.	a,	Illustrates	the	
largest	global	component	of	birth	weight	(BW)	PPI	network	containing	13	modules.	b,	The	histogram	
shows	the	null	distribution	of	z-scores	of	BW	PPI	networks	based	on	10,000	random	networks,	and	
where	the	z-scores	for	the	13	BW	modules	(M1-13)	lie.	For	each	module,	the	two	most	significant	
GO	terms	are	depicted.	c,	Illustrates	a	heatmap	which	takes	the	top	50	biological	processes	over-
represented	in	the	global	BW	PPI	network	(listed	at	the	right	of	the	plot),	and	displays	extent	of	
enrichment	for	the	various	trait-specific	“point	of	contact“	(PoC)	PPI	networks.	d-e,	Trait-specific	PoC	
PPI	networks	composed	of	proteins	that	are	shared	in	both	the	global	BW	PPI	network	and	networks	
generated	using	the	same	pipeline	for	each	of	the	adult	traits:	d,	canonical	Wnt	signalling	pathway	
enriched	for	PoC	PPI	between	BW	and	blood	pressure	(BP)-related	phenotypes;	and	e,	regulation	of	
insulin	secretion	pathway	enriched	for	PoC	between	BW	and	type	2	diabetes	(T2D)/fasting	glucose	
(FG).	Red	nodes	are	those	that	are	present	in	PoC	for	BW	and	traits	of	interest;	blue	nodes	
correspond	to	the	pathway	nodes;	purple	nodes	are	those	present	in	both	the	pathway	and	PoC;	
orange	nodes	are	genes	in	BW	loci	that	overlap	with	both	the	pathway	and	PoC.	Large	nodes	
correspond	to	genes	in	BW	loci	(within	300kb	from	the	lead	SNP),	and	have	black	border	if	they,	
amongst	all	BW	loci,	have	a	stronger	(top	5)	association	with	at	least	one	of	the	pairing	adult	traits.		
	
Extended	Data	Figure	7	|	Quantile-Quantile	(QQ)	plots	of	(a)	variance	comparison	between	
heterozygotes	and	homozygotes	analysis	in	57,715	UK	Biobank	samples	and	(b)	parent-of-origin	
specific	analysis	in	4,908	ALSPAC	mother-child	pairs	at	59	autosomal	birth	weight	loci	plus	DLK1.	a,	
QQ	plot	from	the	Quicktest77	analysis	comparing	the	BW	variance	of	heterozygotes	with	
homozygotes	in	57,715	UK	Biobank	samples.	b,	QQ	plot	from	the	parent-of-origin	specific	analysis	
testing	the	association	between	BW	and	maternally	transmitted	vs.	paternally	transmitted	alleles	in	
4,908	mother-child	pairs	from	the	ALSPAC	study	(Methods,	Supplementary	Tables	15,	16).	In	both	
panels,	the	black	dots	represent	lead	SNPs	at	59	identified	autosomal	BW	loci	and	a	further	sub-
genome-wide	significant	signal	for	BW	near	DLK1	(rs6575803;	P=5.6x10-8).	The	grey	lines	represent	
expected	P	values	and	their	95%	confidence	intervals	under	the	null	distribution	for	the	60	SNPs.	
Both	results	show	trends	in	favour	of	imprinting	effects	at	BW	loci:	however,	despite	the	large	
sample	size,	these	analyses	were	underpowered	(see	Methods)	and	much	larger	sample	sizes	are	
required	for	definitive	analysis.	
	
Extended	Data	Figure	8	|	Summary	of	previously	reported	loci	for	systolic	blood	pressure	(SBP,	a),	
coronary	artery	disease	(CAD,	b,	e),	type	2	diabetes	(T2D,	c,	f)	and	adult	height	(d)	and	their	effect	
on	birth	weight.	a-d,	Effect	sizes	(left	y	axis)	of	previously	reported	30	SBP	loci13,14,	45	CAD	loci23,	84	
T2D	loci24	and	422	adult	height	loci25	are	plotted	against	effects	on	BW	(x	axis).	Effect	sizes	are	
aligned	to	the	adult	trait-raising	allele.	The	colour	of	each	dot	indicates	BW	association	P	value:	red,	
P<5×10−8;	orange,	5×10−8≤P<0.001;	yellow,	0.001≤P<0.01;	white,	P≥0.01.	The	superimposed	grey	
frequency	histogram	shows	the	number	of	SNPs	(right	y	axis)	in	each	category	of	BW	effect	size.	e,	
Effect	sizes	(with	95%	CI)	on	BW	of	45	known	CAD	loci	are	plotted	arranged	in	the	order	of	CAD	
effect	size	from	highest	to	lowest,	separating	out	the	known	SBP	loci.	CAD	loci	with	a	larger	effect	on	
BW	concentrated	amongst	loci	with	primary	BP	association.	f,	Effect	sizes	(with	95%	CI)	on	BW	of	32	
known	T2D	loci	are	plotted,	subdivided	by	previously	reported	categories	derived	from	detailed	
adult	physiological	data27.	Heterogeneity	in	BW	effect	sizes	between	five	T2D	loci	groups	with	
different	mechanistic	categories	was	substantial	(Phet=1.2x10-9).	In	pairwise	comparisons,	the	“beta	
cell”	group	of	variants	differed	from	the	other	four	groups:	fasting	hyperglycaemia	(Phet	=3x10-11),	
	 28	
insulin	resistance	(Phet	=0.002),	proinsulin	(Phet	=0.78)	and	unclassified	(Phet	=0.02)	groups.	All	of	the	
BW	effect	sizes	plotted	in	the	forest	plots	are	aligned	to	the	trait	(or	risk)-raising	allele.	
	
Extended	Data	Table	1	|	Sixty	loci	associated	with	birth	weight	(P<5x10-8)	in	European	ancestry	
meta-analysis	of	up	to	143,677	individuals	and/or	trans-ancestry	meta-analysis	of	up	to	153,781	
individuals.	a,	Effects	(beta	values)	are	aligned	to	the	BW-raising	allele.	EAF	was	obtained	from	the	
trans-ancestry	meta-analysis,	except	for	PLAC1,	for	which	the	EAF	was	obtained	from	the	European	
ancestry	meta-analysis	due	to	lack	of	X	chromosome	data	from	the	non-European	studies.	Chr.,	
chromosome;	bp,	base	pair;	EAF,	effect	allele	frequency;	SE,	standard	error.	b,	The	effect	of	the	lead	
SNP	(absolute	value	of	beta,	y	axis)	is	given	as	a	function	of	minor	allele	frequency	(x	axis)	for	60	
known	(pink)	and	novel	(green)	BW	loci	from	the	trans-ancestry	meta-analysis.	Error	bars	are	
proportional	to	the	standard	error	of	the	effect	size.	The	dashed	line	indicates	80%	power	to	detect	
association	at	genome-wide	significance	level	for	the	sample	size	in	trans-ancestry	meta-analysis.	
	
Extended	Data	Table	2	|	Gene	set	enrichment	analysis	and	protein-protein	interaction	(PPI)	
analysis.	Two	complementary	analyses	of	the	overall	GWAS	summary	data	identified	enrichment	of	
BW	associations	in	biological	pathways	related	to	metabolism,	growth	and	development.	a,	The	top	
results	(FDR<0.05	at	the	95th	percentile	enrichment	threshold)	from	a	total	of	3,216	biological	
pathways	tested	for	enrichment	of	multiple	modest	associations	with	BW.	Additionally,	results	are	
presented	for	custom	sets	of	imprinted	genes.	b,	The	results	of	a	complementary	analysis	of	
empirical	PPI	data,	displaying	the	top	10	most	significant	pathways	enriched	for	BW-association	
scores.		
	
	
